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ISSUE
At the March 2014 Board meeting, Caltrans committed to re-examine the design of 1-5
North and South's wall foundations due to concerns regarding ongoing construction
related foundation issues that require Contract Change Orders (CCO). The assessment
will examine all soundwalls and retaining walls currently in design and those in ongoing
construction contracts to determine near and long term actions to reduce the risk of
foundation issues during construction. There has been a number of CCO's that Metro
has received on these two projects.
DISCUSSION
Metro provides programming and funding for the 1-5 North and 1-5 South Capacity
Enhancement projects. These Caltrans managed construction contracts have
experienced numerous contract change orders due to constructability, unforeseen field
conditions, design and foundation issues. Within the 1-5 North and 1-5 South contracts
there are a total of 170 soundwall and retaining walls.
Caltrans has undertaken an examination to assess the potential risk of foundation issues
and cost increases, and develop near and long term mitigation strategies. Caltrans
provided their findings at the May 15, 2014 Construction Committee and a copy of that
presentation is attached (Attachment A).
NEXT STEPS
Metro and Caltrans staff will continue to manage and mitigate risks on the walls on 1-5
North and South corridor projects. Metro Staff, in partnership with Caltrans, will report
back to the Board on the status of the Change Orders and Risks related to walls.
ATTACHMENTS
A. 1-5 North and South Wall Foundation Review PPT/Oral presentation
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1-5 Projects
Wall Foundations Review
Karl Dreher
Caltrans

Caltrans committed in the March
update to Metro Directors to
review 1-5 project wall foundation
plans currently in design or
ongoing construction contracts in
response to recent contract
change orders on soundwalls and
retaining walls due to field
conditions.

Resolution:
Caltrans has undertaken a risk
examination of potential cost
increases, and has developed
mitigation strategies.

ATTACHMENT A

Caltrans examined major projects along the 1-5
Corridor

Total of eight projects:
� 1-5 South - Segments 2, 3, 4, 5
� 1-5 North - Empire, Seg. 2, SR 170 to SR 118, SR 134
to Magnolia.
170 walls included in eight projects:
� 88 walls completed construction.
� 45 in construction.
� 34 in final design.
� Identified risk costs for walls currently in
construction range from
$780,000 to $3,700,000.

CHALLENGES
• Accelerated project delivery leaving little or no time to
gain access to properties in order to verify field
conditions.
• Property owner not willing to grant "right of entry".
• Property owner not willing to sign R/W contract for
timely possession of property.
• Design constraints limiting foundation alternatives
• Unforeseen buried man-made objects, utilities, ...
• Soil test borings sometimes not reflective of the actual
overall field conditions.

WHATS CALTRANS DOING ABOUT IT?

ATTACHMENT A

Caltrans has implemented measures from assessment of current designs and
lessons learned; measures to manage the risks and improve the process in
order to reduce CCO's on current and future projects.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Risk analysis performed on each wall.
Caltrans has implemented an enhanced constructability review.
IQA- Multi-discipline quality/constructability workshop on a project level.
Pile indicator test program on projects where difficult pile driving conditions
have been encountered.
Develop a specific wall design to better prepare for unknown circumstances.
Change pile size and length to withstand hard driving conditions.
Vibration monitoring program to ensure driven piles will not cause damage to
adjacent properties.
Requirement for contractor to utilize modified methods to reducing caving in
challenging soil conditions.
Soil Condition Map - delineate area/location of various risk levels (H, M, L)
and site conditions (sandy, boulder, hard soil).
Enhanced sub-surface investigation. Modify investigation methods (e.g. do
more borings, or increase test bore using 16-inch diameter if it is known
CIDH piles are needed).
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